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Kevin P. Nichols' Enterprise Content Strategy: A Project Guide outlines best practices for
conducting and executing content strategy projects. His book is a step-by-step guide to building
an enterprise content strategy for your organization.Enterprise Content Strategy draws on
Kevin Nichols' experience managing one of the largest and most successful global content
strategy teams to provide an insider's look at how to build an enterprise content strategy.Full of
definitions, questions you need to ask, checklists, and guidelines, this book focuses not on the
what or why, but on the how.

"A practical, hands-on book that is jam-packed full of definitions, questions you need to ask,
checklists, and guidelines."--Ann Rockley (from the foreword)Founder and President, The
Rockley Group"A great guidebook on all of the basics, from strategies through to tactics, on the
world of enterprise-level content strategy.--Donald ChesnutChief Experience Officer,
SapientNitro"A real-world manual for anyone integrating content strategy into their
organization."--Rebecca A SchneiderPresident, Azzard Consulting"Start to finish, a true
practitioner's guide for content strategy."--Laura LernerSenior Director, Enterprise Knowledge
Architecture, ADP, LLC --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKevin
Nichols is an award-winning thought leader, digital industry enthusiast, and author with more
than twenty-two years of professional experience. As a team leader at SapientNitro Kevin grew
of one of the oldest global content strategy teams into one of the largest and most successful
in the world. Currently, Kevin is Executive Director of Experience at AvenueCX, a consultancy
specializing in enterprise content strategy. Kevin also chairs the Content Strategy Alliance Best
Practices group. Kevin has a Masters degree from Harvard Divinity School and a BA from
Kenyon College. He lives in Boston and Cape Cod and is passionate about international
human rights, particularly those of women and refugees. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Content Strategy: A Project GuideKevin P. NicholsForewordJust a few short years ago, content
strategy was new and nebulous. People had heard the term, liked the idea, but there wasn’t a
lot of in-depth information on what it was, why do it, how to convince management, and how to
get guidance on what to do. And although content strategy is now an accepted best practice
and people understand what it is and why they need to do it, the how remains a
challenge.Enterprise Content Strategy: A Project Guide does an excellent job of answering the
how.Kevin draws on his years of practical experience developing content strategies, and in
particular, he draws on his experience building, managing, and guiding one of the world’s
largest content strategy teams. He lives and breathes content strategy with some of the largest
brands in the world. His experience educating and preparing his team on how to create an
effective content strategy shines through in this book.He has distilled his knowledge into a
practical, hands-on book that is jam-packed full of definitions, questions you need to ask,
checklists, and guidelines. He focuses not on the what or why, but on the how.That’s not to say
that Enterprise Content Strategy: A Project Guide doesn’t provide concepts. Kevin includes
definitions at the beginning of each chapter to ensure that your understanding of the
terminology is in alignment with the book, and he clearly explains some of the thornier
concepts, such as responsive vs. adaptive design and multichannel vs. omnichannel. He adds
examples that make the distinctions crystal clear.Content strategy is typically focused on a
single area, such as marketing, and on one or two channels, such as desktop web and mobile,



but content strategy can extend further into a company’s reach. It can extend into social media
(Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest, etc.), into print (catalog, brochure), and frequently into video and
podcasts. It can also extend into other channels, such as broadcast and radio. Enterprise
content strategy addresses content strategy through the customer continuum, ranging from pre-
sales to sales to product support, and it extends across many audiences, both internal and
external. This book helps you to understand that big picture and the needs of the whole while
focusing on the specifics of good content strategy.But have no fear, even if you aren’t
responsible for an enterprise content strategy, but rather on a more focused content strategy,
this book is also for you. The best practices and steps involved in enterprise content strategy
are the same for any content strategy, just on a larger scale.This book will become one of your
most influential resources, bookmarked and highlighted on every page!Ann
RockleyPresident,The Rockley Group, Inc.PrefaceContent – websites, films, images, books,
videos, articles … content of any kind – can improve people’s lives. Content can transform a
brand or an organization. For starters, of course, the content has to be good by the appropriate
standards. You can find resources galore on how to create good content. This book is not one
of those resources.What about the behind-the-scenes mechanisms and insights required to
deliver a company’s content at the right times and in the right ways? What about the complex,
robust processes required to define, design, implement, and support that content? What about
all the conversations and decisions that go into giving customers and potential customers
business-enhancing ways to engage with all that content?In short, what about enterprise
content strategy?That’s where this book comes in.Content strategy may not seem as sexy or
intriguing as the content itself. I have heard some professionals in the digital industry –
copywriters, creative directors, interaction designers – call content strategy boring. I’ve heard
marketing directors say, “We don’t need content strategy. We just need good content.” It took
me years to understand why they felt this way: their concern lay with content in its final form. I
finally realized that when I work with these professionals, I need to connect the dots between
content as a deliverable (in its final state) and the strategy behind that deliverable.I wrote the
first version of this book in 2007 as a checklist of best practices for anyone interested in
content strategy. My friend Alexa O’Brien spent hours helping me fashion that list into
something useful. I intended to publish the list on my website, but I never did. In 2010 at
Sapient, I updated the list with the help of two peers, Julie Christie and Laura Lerner, who
reworked the entire narrative. Again, work and excuses got the best of me, and nothing was
published. Later, another friend, Rebecca Schneider, reviewed many iterations and provided
feedback. Last year, when Scott Abel invited me to write a book, I sent him the manuscript. He
and Ann Rockley encouraged me to develop it into a book. Laura Creekmore then suggested
that I restructure the best practices into a project guide.You are now reading the culmination of
all those efforts.This book is prescriptive. I drive right into the how-to with little preamble. I set
out to create something succinct and practical, a peek into what I’ve learned during my many
years of doing this kind of work.The term enterprise in my title may seem to imply that I’m
addressing only companies above a certain size. Not so. This book is for anyone who wants to
understand and reap the business benefits of content strategy.This book follows in a tradition
created by other authors, most notably Ann Rockley, whose definitive guide, Managing
Enterprise Content: A Unified Content Strategy[Rockley, 2012], is a must-read for anyone who
wants to understand this topic. Ann’s work has inspired me throughout my career. Many
principles outlined here owe their existence to her longstanding contributions to this field.
Countless other authors and practitioners have also taught me along the way. In writing this
book, I add my voice to the voices of many who have shared what they know about the



strategic side of this exciting business. May you find something here that enables you and your
teams to produce effective, relevant, timely content that helps your enterprise – whatever it
may be – flourish.Chapter 1. Definitions and Approach to Enterprise Content StrategyWithin
the digital and interactive world, content strategists continue to discuss how to define content
strategy. Even the term content has many definitions. In this chapter, you will learn how to
define content, what enterprise content strategy is, a recommended approach for building an
enterprise content strategy framework, and when to engage an enterprise content strategist. I
also discuss several ways to approach a project.This chapter also covers the role of
omnichannel and omnichannel implications for content strategy, particularly enterprise content
strategy.1.1. What does content mean?In 2013, Rebecca Schneider[1] and I came up with this
definition:Content: any information that someone records.Period. Within this definition, many
things qualify as content:A YouTube video featuring mountain goats scaling a vertical mountain
cliff (yes, those goats can do that)One of the few existing audio recordings of Virginia Woolf
discussing the concept of wordsHieroglyphics from ancient Egypt showcasing Queen
NefertitiCave paintings of reindeer from the Neolithic era in Lascaux (which scholars recently
concluded to be the works of women, not men, calling into question that whole hunters-as-
male thing)Omar Khayyam’s Rubáiyát written in the 11th centuryÉdouard-Léon Scott de
Martinville’s first recorded sound (nearly ten seconds of a woman singing “Au Clair de la
Lune”)Fritz Lang’s film, MetropolisA book review in the New York TimesAny type of interactive
experience, such as the United Nations websiteThe latest reality TV show, such as Dance
MomsContent today includes text, images, video, audio, and digital assets such as PDFs,
multimedia, rich media, social media, and metadata.Regardless of its varied manifestations,
content has certain characteristics:Content captures an instance of information read, seen, or
heard at least once.Content has a creator and a consumer. (The creator may be the only
consumer.)A consumer’s perceptions create and derive meaning and relevance from content,
which may or may not adhere to the creator’s intent.Content communicates information and
manifests an experience or relationship with a content consumer. The best way to define digital
content is as follows:Information created by someone and stored in a digital format with the
capability of being shared (or not) in the future.This book focuses primarily on content in the
context of a brand’s or organization’s identity. Because of this focus, any content produced by
an enterprise is, by definition, a business or organizational asset.Created properly, content can
have a definitive value associated with it, such as the monetary or brand value it brings to an
organization. Good content can lead to better recognition of a brand, contribute to an
organization’s mission, raise funds, or generate revenue. Next to products and services,
content exists as the face of a brand or organization. Any brand or organization can harness
significant power from good content.1.2. Content and the content experienceWhen consumed,
content creates an experience for the consumer. The term consumer in this context includes
anyone who consumes content, whether internal or external to an organization, through any
platform.This book uses the term consumer instead of end user since end user can imply
interaction on levels beyond passive consumption of content. For example, a consumer could
be someone who reads text from a user guide but does not necessarily interact with a digital
experience. A consumer can also be anyone who calls a product-support center. In this
scenario, a specialist, guided by content served up on a company’s internal portal, serves a
customer’s needs or requests.The term experience may seem powerful as well as ambiguous.
Experience conveys the emotional response a consumer has when engaging with content and
the mental experience it creates. To explain this concept a bit further, consider the
following:How do you feel and what experience does a beautiful song create the first time you



hear it?How do you feel and what experience do you have when you read a compelling novel?
What emotional response surfaces and how do you perceive your experience with a brand and
its product when the company’s website lacks the information you need?How satisfied does a
call to a customer support center feel when you get everything you need in a timely manner,
leaving you able to resolve an issue?When you view a television commercial for a nonprofit
organization, then to go a website and see all the amazing work the organization does to better
humanity, how inspired are you?The content experience includes every piece of content with
which a consumer interacts that reflects the organization or brand – regardless of whether that
content was created by the organization or by other parties and consumers. For example, the
content experience can include what others say about the brand or organization through social
channels like Twitter or what influencers write about a product in a blog.In the relationship
between a brand or organization and the consumer, the content experience constitutes the
consumer’s interaction with usable, timely, and branded content at every distribution-exchange
point where consumers access information. In this context, when we think of content as active
engagement – as opposed to a passively consumed, static piece of information – the
increased value of content to an organization and to the person who consumes it becomes
clear.Because of the experience that content creates – bad or good – content creates a life-
force for a brand. Content can mean success, or failure.1.3. What is enterprise content
strategy?What if you wrote and recorded a potentially multiplatinum, Grammy-winning song,
but it never made it to iTunes, the airways, or store shelves, so no one ever heard it? Without
an effective way to deliver your masterpiece and get it heard, you may be the only person to
ever appreciate it. Without a publishing platform to offer it and market it to those who have not
heard it, your exposure will be limited.Put another way, a brand may have the best product, but
without the proper messaging, the content to support the product, and the ability to reach
consumers, the company that developed the product may end up bankrupt. A competitor may
rise up and succeed solely because it has better content. Content can make or break a brand,
and it can determine whether an NGO or nonprofit succeeds.A content strategy proves critical.
Good content in and of itself can no longer be the only goal. Businesses must have a content
strategy to identify new content opportunities, create new content, optimize existing content,
and deliver content to the right audience. Within this dynamic, the content itself and how well it
can be delivered, found, seen, experienced, and improved upon are the keys to success for
any organization.Steven Grindlay, a content strategist in Montreal, says,Where there is
communication, there is content. There is ample evidence in the pre-Internet past that
companies used content in marketing, advertising, and PR to establish a competitive
advantage. In particular, this was the case with products perceived to be commodities, for
example: petroleum products, alcoholic beverages, and tires.Every organization engages in a
wide variety of internal and external communications with consumers and stakeholders. Taken
as a whole this communication exerts enormous influence on behalf of the enterprise and its
brands.--Steven Grindlay, private communicationIn 2006, I stated in articles and conference
presentations that “content strategy is best defined with the precept of ‘how to get the right
content, to the right user, at the right time.’” Since then, this phrase has been co-opted and
borrowed by others in the digital and interactive industry. “Right content, right user, right time”
gets thrown around a lot nowadays to describe anything from content strategy and good visual
design to content marketing strategy.Given that so many other disciplines have appropriated
my notion, last year I decided it was time to refactor the definition. In 2013, Anne Casson
(Director of Content Strategy at SapientNitro) and I published a refined definition of content
strategy:Content Strategy is the systematic, thoughtful approach to surfacing the most relevant,



effective, and appropriate content at the most opportune time, to the appropriate user, for the
purpose of achieving a company’s strategic business objectives and its customers’ goals. It is
an overarching strategy that is realized fully only through many deliverables and tactics that
touch many different people, processes, systems, and customer targets.--SapientNitro Content
Strategy 2013 Positioning[Casson, 2013]Enterprise content strategy envelops all proprietary
and intellectual property across an organization’s operational infrastructure. It includes every
method used to deliver content to the consumer and all the interaction and integration
points.Enterprise content strategy considers all delivery platforms or exchange experiences
(digital, web, mobile, telephony, catalog, print, broadcast, kiosk, or virtual exchange point); all
content formats and types (text, video, audio, or brand experience); and all content consumers
and audiences (customer, employee, career-seeker, vendor, or investor). An enterprise content
strategy includes and influences them all.The activities of an enterprise content strategy do not
live within one project. Instead, many separate projects can potentially contribute to a
strategy’s success. For example, the roll-out of an e-commerce website might include a content
management system (CMS), an analytics tool to measure its performance, a personalization
engine, a campaign-management application, and various other tools. The e-commerce
website might link to a product database and pull content from a variety of sources. (Later
chapters detail each of these concepts.)Fundamentally, enterprise content strategy comprises
three factors:Content experience: How does the organization define the content experience
and determine which stories need to be told, including every type of content that people see,
hear, or interact with?Content delivery: Which processes acquire, create, review, publish,
evaluate, optimize, maintain, and (eventually) archive content?Content governance: What
operational and organizational processes sustain the success of content (and are necessary to
do so)?Each aspect presents complexities. All three break down into a series of business
processes and tools to properly execute them.I want to point out an issue some of you may be
seeing: What if you are focused on one project and consider it to be channel-specific content
strategy work (such as the development of a new desktop website) as opposed to enterprise
content strategy work? Since content strategy best practices and approaches are the same as
those found within enterprise content strategy (with enterprise accounting for more variables),
any content strategy or strategist will benefit from the principles outlined in this book.One more
point of clarification. Today we have websites, mobile smartphone and tablet sites, and various
types of digital interactions in stores, taxicabs, and airports (to name just a few). Content
publishing becomes more complicated as new technologies emerge. But the basic principles
have existed for years. The way a newspaper, magazine, television network, or company
created information around a product fifty years ago still proves relevant today. Then, as now,
content was all about creating a meaningful and relevant experience for the consumer. These
organizations had robust processes to deliver content and a means to govern quality and
distribution.We may face different technologies today, but these principles still
apply.1.4. Understanding the enterprise content strategy project lifecycleWhen we begin a
technology-related project, we create a series of phases within a project plan to execute the
work. Sometimes these phases are known as plan, discover, define, design, implement, deploy,
and support.Since enterprise content strategy also encompasses specific processes, I have
created a lifecycle process specific to content that includes seven basic phases of work: plan,
assess, define, design, build, publish, measure, and optimize. Figure 1.1, “Content strategy
project lifecycle” shows these phases as a closed loop with governance at the center.The next
section, “Section 1.4.1, “Phases and objectives of an enterprise content strategy”,” describes
the phases of the content strategy project lifecycle. Later chapters explore each phase in



detail.Figure 1.1. Content strategy project lifecycle1.4.1. Phases and objectives of an
enterprise content strategyPhaseObjectivePlanDefine what will happen in the project at a high
level, and create parameters around the team structure and budget.AssessIdentify and survey
the content ecosystem:Business goals and objectives: How effectively does the content help
your business or organization meet its goals and objectives?Effectiveness, relevance, quality,
and timeliness of the content itself: Define the ideal experience for a content consumer with the
types of content to support it.User feedback: What are users saying about the content through
surveys, customer call centers, or social channels like Facebook or Twitter?Analytics
inputs: What can you glean from web analytics, content testing, or any other sources of data on
content performance?Competitive analysis: What types of content do your competitors provide
or not provide? How can you do it better?Survey of technology: Can the current technology
support your goals and objectives? Are there any gaps, issues, or technology constraints?
Analysis or audits of internal processes: How effectively are you delivering content?
Governance evaluation: Are you governing content through standards, processes, and
organizational structures?DefineGather all the inputs from the assess phase to determine what
you need to do for the future. This phase frames the project by defining what you need to do
with content. From this phase, you should be able to identify high-level goals and objectives for
one or more projects. You should provide enough detail to procure budgets for the project as
well as inform any requirements that the project teams will need to consider, including which
technology needs to be used and the project scope.If you understand project management
principles, you will be able to produce a definitive scope, business requirements, and a mid-
level project plan from this phase in preparation for design activities.DesignDesign the future-
state experience. Depending on which projects and work are identified, this phase includes
many activities. Think of this phase as designing the necessary future-state experience, such
as what content and information go on a website or what content is required for a user guide
that accompanies a new product.ImplementBuild and execute the design. Working with a
technology team, develop and implement the projects. You may also migrate existing content
into a new website or work with teams to finalize the content that needs to go into any final
experience.PublishDistribute the content to a consumer. In many cases, this phase consists of
a series of ongoing steps. For example, a magazine will publish some content monthly and
some daily to a website. This phase also includes the maintenance of any existing content. You
may also have to review and moderate user-generated content, such as comments, ratings, or
reviews.MeasureEvaluate the performance of your content. Assess what content people
consume, share in social networks like Facebook, and comment on. Also identify which content
meets your business goals and which does not.OptimizeReview the findings from the measure
phase to make recommendations. Decide which content to invest in. Address new business
needs, and identify areas within the content experience to improve and
optimize.GovernDevelop a governance model to ensure that you have effective standards,
processes, people, and organizational structures in place so you can maintain the
effectiveness of all phases.Putting these phases together creates a cyclical process. For
example, once you launch a project, such as a new website, to consumers, you can use what
you learn from measurements to improve the experience. We call this type of lifecycle a closed-
loop process. In a closed-loop process, an experience never exists in a complete state;
measurements and continual evaluation inform future priorities. You may have heard of
performance-driven content, meaning content that an organization identifies and improves
depending on how well that content performs. This closed-loop process provides the fuel
behind performance-driven content.A closed-loop lifecycle helps future-proof a project, keeping



the outputs (in this case, content) relevant throughout the future. A successful and effective
enterprise content strategy depends on continual evolution, and this approach makes that
possible. A closed-loop process also ensures what we call performance-driven content,
meaning content set up for evaluation and measurement so that an organization can improve it
if necessary. Since we live in a world where new technology continues to emerge and existing
technologies evolve, this type of process makes an organization more nimble in responding to
future technology needs.1.5. When to engage an enterprise content strategistOften, the people
engaged in projects that include content (any new product, website, or interactive experience)
do not understand how, why, whether, or when to engage an enterprise content strategist, let
alone the considerations for an enterprise content strategy. They may omit or poorly define
major portions of content work within the project.I have seen instances through the years
where a creative team led the charge for a content experience and failed to bring in content
experts until too late. In some cases, content seemed to magically appear as an afterthought,
forcing the project to incur significant additional costs as a result.If you are reading this book
trying to determine whether you need an enterprise content strategist, here are some
guidelines on the kinds of projects that should use one:Development of websites or
multichannel solutions (mobile, in-store kiosks, etc.) that reach customers external to an
organizationDesign or development of any aspect of a content lifecycle including migration,
creation, acquisition, production, or publishingSystem-integration efforts with a focus on data
exchange where information flows from one system to another (for example, customer
relationship management (CRM) databases integrated with a customer call center and a
external website)Projects with a content management system (CMS), digital asset
management (DAM), search component, taxonomy, metadata, or dynamic navigation such as
parametric navigation (filtered search)Failing to account for the enterprise content strategy role
poses significant risks to any future solutions. In 2013, Anne Casson and I wrote a paper on
content strategy and SapientNitro.[2] Anne came up with this astonishing top-ten list of the
things clients say that show they need a content strategist:We don’t know how much content
we have.We don’t know every place our content is stored.Our content is “all over the place.”We
have homegrown content or systems to publish content.We have not assigned owners to our
content.We know that our users see a link to a fee schedule from 1997 in search engine
results.We never delete anything, we just unlink it.We have multiple copies of various things in
our CMS.It takes two weeks to make an editorial change to our website.We know
personalization is important, but we aren’t sure where to start.If you have heard people in your
organization say any of these things, and you don’t employ an enterprise content strategist,
you should hire one and fast.1.6. Future-proofing your solutions (aka performance-driven
content)Future-proofing represents another important concept within enterprise content
strategy. Future-proofing content solutions means that you set up your content ecosystem to
respond and adapt to change, namely, new technology, changing user behaviors, and
organizational or business changes. A future-proofed solution creates a framework within an
organization that minimizes rework of technology, business processes, and the content itself
when advances change business needs.This framework has two parts. The first part includes
the processes and strategy necessary to support the framework. The closed-loop approach
creates a sustainable framework to ensure success. Equally important, the second part
includes how an organization organizes, structures, labels, and tags content.Chapter 5, Design
Phase, explores this area and some other key considerations. For the best resource on how to
create a solid model, read Ann Rockley’s Managing Enterprise Content: A Unified Content
Strategy[Rockley, 2012], which presents a thorough and meticulous



approach.1.7. Omnichannel and why it is criticalOmnichannel is not a synonym for
multichannel. Multichannel means that more than one channel requires consideration or more
than one channel exists within a content ecosystem. Generally speaking, a channel indicates a
platform to deliver content. There are many types of channels. These are the primary external
channels:Desktop (generally a website but includes any desktop file containing content)Mobile
tablet (a website or app)Mobile smartphone of feature phone (a website or app)In-store (any in-
store content materials, including content found on an end-cap, sales materials, or in-store
kiosks)Publications (various but generally print publications not covered in any of these other
categories)TV and radio (ads or programs)Product packaging (includes the box or labels and
any in-the-box content like user guides, quick-start guides, or user manuals)Customer support
(content necessary for call centers or online real-time customer-support agents)Digital
billboards and signagePrint (ads, articles, and brochures)If multichannel means more than one
channel, let us extend the concept to multichannel strategy, which indicates that an
organization has developed a strategic approach to optimize content in each channel. An
effective multichannel experience may strive to provide a collective content experience across
all channels, taking advantage of each channel’s unique strengths as well as cross-referencing
experiences for each of the channels.This approach used to work. But now, consumers interact
with content in an always-on world with clear expectations of what each channel should
provide them, and they expect timely content at all distribution points (mobile smartphone,
desktop website, etc). Given the role of social media and other forms of user-generated
content, the stakes have never been higher or more difficult to achieve.Enter
omnichannel.Omnichannel, an approach to multichannel, provides tailored content at every
point in the customer journey. In contrast to multichannel, omnichannel embodies an all-
encompassing model to a consumer’s experience with an organization or brand.Martha
Stewart is the mother of omnichannel experience. Before the term existed, she named her
company Omnimedia. Stewart starts with stories related to her cookbooks, magazines,
products, and do-it-yourself content. She then optimizes aspects of these stories through a
variety of media: books, magazines, television programs, websites, mobile apps, and in-store
experiences. Her TV show references her cookbooks, her magazine references both, and she
fully realizes her content in multimedia and digital media. In each case she creates unique,
channel-specific content that draws from the strength of the channel.Today, we live in an
always-on world with many ways to consume content. Grasping the concept of omnichannel is
critical to supporting consumers’ needs and differentiating your organization from the
competition. Omnichannel provides content at every consumer touchpoint or channel and
considers time, manner, and place. Omnichannel includes analog, digital, in-store, and person-
to-person interactions.Figure 1.2, “Omnichannel customer lifecycle” shows a typical
omnichannel customer lifecycle. Within this framework, you can see that the consumer
engages with an experience through several channels and several engagements.Figure 1.2.
Omnichannel customer lifecycleRecently, people have said to me that omnichannel seems to
apply to only big-brand experiences. I disagree. I think that this framework provides a critical
understanding of a consumer’s engagement with any brand or organization in terms of how he
or she interacts with and uses online and offline content.To apply an omnichannel approach to
content strategy means that you consider every touchpoint and optimize it for a consumer’s
needs. You align your organization’s goals with those of the consumer, and then provide
content to meet those goals in each channel.We can no longer design or plan for a single-
channel experience because, like it or not, people consume our content in a variety of
channels. Figure 1.3, “Omnichannel framework” presents the complexities of the world we now



live in from an omnichannel perspective.Figure 1.3. Omnichannel frameworkChapter 5, Design
Phase shows how to use the omnichannel strategic framework to create a successful content
solution.1.8. Considerations for waterfall and agile projectsAlthough outside the scope of this
guide, another clarification proves helpful in understanding enterprise content strategy. In
technology project management, there are two primary types of project processes: waterfall
and agile.In the waterfall approach, a project has a series of phases: discover, define, design,
implement, roll out, etc. Each phase contains discrete start and end dates, and each phase
must be completed before the next begins.Agile projects complete each phase rapidly, often in
parallel with other phases, with several tracks of effort working simultaneously. For example, an
effort to build an e-commerce shopping cart might run in parallel with an effort to build a
website user profile.For enterprise content strategy, both approaches can be effective.
Whichever approach you use, I recommend completing a thorough assess phase prior to
kicking off design activities.In some cases, the current-state assessment, completed in the
assess phase, can be specific to the deliverable itself. For example, a taxonomy-development
effort could require a current-state analysis of the taxonomy and not the entire content
ecosystem. However, consider this warning, which repeats throughout this book:The failure to
complete a thorough assess phase will likely result in a failure to account for all the issues,
gaps, and opportunities that the future-state design should address.I have seen entire project
delivery schedules delayed for months, resulting in multimillion-dollar cost overruns, because a
quick-and-dirty content inventory missed significant amounts of hidden content – content that
was necessary to migrate from the existing site to the new design.The same holds true for
those unfortunate content strategists who get thrown into a project – or, more likely, are
identified as critical to the project – after that project somehow finds itself well underway. In this
case – and given that many still consider content strategy nascent, this scenario will likely
happen to you in your career – insist on a current-state assessment, even if it means
explaining to your client or boss that you must do stakeholder interviews (after some may have
been completed) or that this effort will affect a project’s scope. Any deliverable outlined within
the design phase must have a current-state assessment prior to initiating its development.1.9.
Additional readingAnn Rockley and Charles Cooper’s Managing Enterprise Content: A Unified
Content Strategy[Rockley, 2012] is arguably the best work on enterprise content management
and strategy. Rockley wrote the first book on the topic and founded an entire practice around
it.A must-read for any content strategist practitioner on content strategy (and an overall primer
on the subject) is Content Strategy for the Web[Halvorson, 2012] by Kristina Halvorson and
Melissa Rach. Next to Ann Rockley, the practice of content strategy must recognize Halvorson
and her determination, passion, and vision to bring the discipline to the forefront of business
strategy and the digital industry. She has been a pioneer in this practice and continues to be so
with her ConFab conferences and thought leadership. If Ann Rockley is the mother of content
strategy, then Kristina Halvorson is a prophet who put content strategy on the map within the
digital and interactive industry.For a set of definitions and framework for content strategy
contributed by industry experts, see The Language of Content Strategy[Abel and Bailie, 2014]
edited by Scott Abel and Rahel Bailie. This work provides a comprehensive set of terms and
definitions on content strategy.A strong work on business justification for content strategy, and
perhaps the best book to position content strategy strategically in an organization, is Content
Strategy: Connecting the dots between business, brand, and benefits[Bailie and Urbina, 2013]
by Rahel Bailie and Noz Urbina.A great read for any content strategist or aspiring practitioner is
Margot Bloomstein’s Content Strategy at Work[Bloomstein, 2012]. She makes a case for where
and how content strategy fits into interactive projects and provides examples of how to do it.For



a whitepaper on content strategy that succinctly defines when and how to use it and why it is
important, see SapientNitro Content Strategy 2013 Positioning[Casson, 2013] by Anne Casson
and Kevin Nichols.Two great resources for content strategy overall:Jonathon Colman’s Epic List
of Content Strategy Resources[Colman, 2013].Content Strategy Alliance (), provides a
valuable resource to practitioners with ongoing updates for content strategy as a practice.[1][2]
SapientNitro Content Strategy 2013 Positioning.[Casson, 2013].Chapter 2. Plan
PhaseEnterprise content strategy projects always begin with a plan phase. For a new project,
the plan phase helps sell the content work to the leaders and other decision makers in an
organization. Planning also informs the scope of the effort necessary to execute the work.For a
publication process that uses a closed-loop approach, where an organization continually
evaluates content and where new content areas are explored semiannually or quarterly, this
phase identifies new content focus areas, such as a new section of a desktop website or an
investment in an area of high-performing content. This phase can help an organization identify
and agree on high-level organizational and consumer goals that content should meet, such as
increased sales, reduction or resolution of pain points, improved customer engagement, or
entrance into new markets.

Content Strategy Toolkit, The: Methods, Guidelines, and Templates for Getting Content Right
(Voices That Matter), Modern Technical Writing: An Introduction to Software Documentation,
Information Architecture: For the Web and Beyond, Content Audits and Inventories: A
Handbook, Global Content Strategy: A Primer, The Language of Content Strategy, The
Personalization Paradox: Why Companies Fail (and How To Succeed) at Delivering
Personalized Experiences at Scale, Strategic Writing for UX: Drive Engagement, Conversion,
and Retention with Every Word, Writing Winning Business Proposals, Third Edition, Content
Strategy at Work: Real-world Stories to Strengthen Every Interactive Project, The Product is
Docs: Writing technical documentation in a product development group, Articulating Design
Decisions: Communicate with Stakeholders, Keep Your Sanity, and Deliver the Best User
Experience

Baraness, “True Practitioners Listen Up!. Kevin Nichols is a thought leader and advocate for
thoughtful content strategy. He's a practitioner, lecturer, mentor and pioneer in the field. I've
been studying his work for years and have used his inventory and stakeholder questionnaire
templates as guidelines for many discovery phases.So few resources on Content Strategy truly
elucidate each phase and its accompanying methodology of myriad projects -- redesigns, to
content migrations, to content production and manintenance. Kevin outlines in sublime detail
Omnichannel and multichannel strategy elements and considerations; governance processes,
identifying content requirements, how to properly scope projects, a checklist of best pratices,
advocacy for Content First, and a faceted taxonomy reference.As a true practitoner of the
disclipine, I cannot recommend this book enough. You cannot call yourself a content strategist
if you miss this comprehensive guidepost on every aspect of Enterprise Content Strategy.”

Glenn Hughes, “A great read and a valuable addition to my Kindle library.. What I really
appreciate about the book is how it guides you through a systematic end-to-end approach, with
the emphasis on eight basic phases of work (plan, assess, define, design, build, publish,
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measure/optimize and govern). I can say from my own experience as a Senior Business
Analyst how important it is that all of these phases be considered - especially when sometimes
there is a tendency on projects to jump right into the design & build phase without first taking
the initial phases into consideration. Additionally, I like how the book highlights the importance
of continuous measurement & optimizing the performance of our content to ensure that it
remains relevant for those who consume it. Moreover, it talks about properly wrapping
governance around our content, systems & processes to help ensure that they remain stable
and positioned to grow effectively.I am confident that Enterprise Content Strategy will serve me
well on future initiatives.”

Michael Haggerty-Villa, “Asking the Right Questions for Successful Content Strategy Projects.
If your work is enterprise content strategy, solving content creation, management, and
governance problems for complex clients and companies, then you need this book.I happily
read a paper version, highlighting numerous pages and passages with yellow marker and
sticky notes. I was speaking about the book so enthusiastically to a fellow content strategist
that I just had to lend it to him.Content strategy is complicated – so many issues and questions
to consider for every client, for every product, for every user. I always worry that I won’t ask the
right question that might unlock the secret for a project. Fortunately, that’s a lot less likely now,
thanks to this project guide.Nichols examines the steps of the content strategy project lifecycle
and clearly lists the questions we need to ask in every one of these steps. He offers how-to
insights from someone who has clearly been in the trenches. He knows the questions to ask --
who you need to collaborate with and what details to consider. As I read the book, I felt as if I
was getting advice from a thoughtful manager, guiding me along to ask the right questions to
guide me and my projects to success.Oh, by the way, my coworker hasn’t given my copy of the
book back. I’m going to have to buy another one. You probably should have one too.”

Noreen Compton, “Help for the Harried Content Strategist. Are content projects getting you
down?Do you find yourself constantly having to explain content strategy basics to clients to no
avail?Does the thought of selling seashells by the seashore sound really good to you right now?
Help is here for the harried content strategist.Kevin Nichols’ new book, Enterprise Content
Strategy: A Project Guide, offers sound advice on navigating through large content strategy
projects. Clear project phases and tasks are spelled out, along with charts and lists to better
explain what to do and when to do it. Kevin’s dry wit keeps the reading lively. The glossary is
especially handy for getting clarity on the variety of terms – which are often described
differently by content strategists and UX folk – we need to use on content strategy projects.If
you are new to content strategy, you will learn a lot to get you started and keep you going. If
you are experienced, you will definitely benefit from the information on omnichannel
experiences.This book is a must-have addition to your UX/Content Strategy library. I have it in
mine~”

Lisa Laser, “Comprehensive guide to enterprise content strategy. Very thorough, step-by-step
guide to creating and implementing a content strategy plan. It is high level in most areas, but
does provide examples of how to get granular. This book has broadened my understanding of
how to organize and present content digitally. I appreciate the book recommendations as well.”

Meteor, “Concise, Useful, and Easy to Read. Great book that provides both a contextual
overview and concrete, specific steps for implementing a content strategy. I love how Nichols
clarifies his vocabulary as he writes. I'm also impressed with the quality of the book – the use



of colors and graphics helps to illustrate important points and makes reading it a pleasure. Nifty
little book packed with important and useful information!”

kieranreviews, “Good reference-value for money. This book by content strategist Kevin P. Nichol
deserves 5 stars. This is a high level strategic book not as witty as Clout: Art & Science of
Influential Web Content or Content Rules by Ann Handley but more detailed. Ideas from
Omnichannel to Governance to Metadata are covered. Excellent on phases of content
development.This is a good reference book that should be valuable for years to come.The
Kindle edition production is good though some diagrams and headings needed more attention.
The index is excellent as is the list of follow up resources. Good value for under 20 dollars.”

The book by Kevin Nichols has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 29 people have provided feedback.
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